PLAN SCHEMES UNDER VARIOUS SECTORS OF PRIS, SOUTH ANDAMAN

I. ROADS & BRIDGES –

1. Construction of Rural Roads
2. Improvement of Rural Roads
3. Construction of Bridges and replacement of old bridges and conversion to temporary bridges on rural roads.

Under this scheme construction of Rural Road is taken up to increase connectivity of the villages. Several works such as construction of drain, retaining walls, footpaths, culverts and also black top roads are taken up. Strengthening of pavement raising of road level, improvements of drainage system, C/o Toe wall, construction/replacement of bridge are also taken up.

II. WATER SUPPLY & SANITATION

1. Augmentation and Water Supply and extension /laying of pipeline
2. Construction and Improvement of existing Treatment Plant
3. Rural Water Supply
4. Maintenance / Improvement of Water Supply System
5. Sanitation Programme in Rural areas.

Augmentation of water supply through network of pipelines, replacement thereof, construction of ring wells Construction and improvement of treatment units, Installation of R.O Plants/desalination Plants at various places are the major works under taken through these schemes.

Under the Sanitation Scheme – construction of dustbin, community toilets, bathing complex, cleaning of drains are the major sanitation issues proposed to be taken up under the sector.

III. MINOR IRRIGATION

Construction of small Check dam/Weirs, wells at villages for irrigation purpose and small earthen canal and dykes to improve existing ground water sources and renovation/reconstruction of dam, dykes, canal, ring wells and bore wells are the major works taken up under this scheme.

IV. Education

The Zilla Parishad, South Andaman with a view to establish quality oriented Schools in rural areas for providing elementary and quality education to rural children has taken keen interest in this sector. Zilla Parishad, South Andaman has been providing 100% financial assistance to VKZPV, Portmout for running the school (salary and non-salary). Infrastructure, furniture and other major maintenance of School are undertaken by Zilla Parishad under development works.

V. GIA – General – (Developmental Works)

Under the scheme developmental activities like construction of Culverts, footpath, Shopping complex, Community Hall, Vegetable market, Mini Stadium, Youth Club etc. in rural areas by utilizing the Grant-in-Aid released by the A&N Administration.

Under the scheme Solid Waste Management the sanitation programme in rural areas particularly for Collection – Segregation - Transportation – disposals of garbage’s are proposed to be carry out by the Zilla Parishad, South Andaman.
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